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Abstract: Directed Energy (DE) weapon systems constitute a class of modern weapons that use focused energy to engage a
target. These systems most commonly are laser weapons, but they may include microwaves or other forms of energy. The
United States Department of Defense seeks to employ DE weapons to combat a variety of threats, from rockets and artillery to
aerial drones. Defense contractors are working to identify the best means of incorporating DE systems into combat vehicles,
and one of the foremost concerns is their vulnerability to enemy small arms fire. This research sought to develop a systems
framework for employing mitigation measures to protect a DE system. The team used Parnell and Driscoll’s Systems Decision
Process (SDP) to analyze the problem and evaluate potential solutions. Problem definition resulted in a value model that
considers potential solutions by such measures as weight of armor added and protection gained. Solution design generated an
array of candidate solutions, and an analysis of alternatives demonstrates the potential trade-space. In the end, composite armor
provides the most effective value vs. cost alternative.
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1. Introduction
The fight against the Islamic State (ISIS) in the Middle East has introduced an inexpensive new threat to modern
militaries: small, nimble, commercially-available drones equipped with surveillance and offensive technology (Schmitt,
2017). Since at least 2015, the Islamic State has been using drones for surveillance, and they have since moved to using these
drones to drop small bombs and grenades on Iraqi soldiers and Syrian militia fighters (Schmitt, 2017). Drones may be
equipmmed with cameras for surveillance, rigged with grenades to be dropped on troops, or filled with explosives and flown
at the target (Schmitt, 2017). American forces deployed in the fight against ISIS have used jammers and more conventional
anti-air assets to eliminate the drone threat (Schmitt, 2017).
Beyond the drone threat, the United States Department of Defense and its contractors have been experimenting with
a series of Directed Energy (DE) laser air defenses to combat “incoming rockets, artillery shells, and mortar rounds” (Freedberg,
2017). To implement this concept, the Army envisions large vehicles such as HEMTT, Stryker combat vehicles, and FMTV
trucks will serve as the main platforms for high precision lasers that could potentially combat UAVs by 2020. These lasers are
predicted to have power in the “50 to 100 kilowatt range,” which can defeat drones in less time at greater distances than current
battlefield lasers (Freedberg, 2017). The Army intends to mount these systems on cargo trucks to be used for defensive
purposes in Forward Operating Bases to counter incoming fire. Addressing the protection needs of new DE systems is critical
to ensure they remain combat effective once employed in operational environments.
In the context of these developments, the present research creates a framework for mitigating the threat of small arms
fire in a value-focused manner, with attendant recommendations that capitalize on the highest value vs. cost trade-space. For
public consumption, the study examines the implementation of a generalized 100kW DE weapon system, envisioned by
Lockheed Martin but without proprietary specifications. Lastly, it deliberately uses publicly available data from Wikipedia and
other sources to avoid concerns of classification.
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